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Modifications of Toy Safety Standard ST-2016 2nd Edition 
 

The Japan Toy Association board meeting decided to make amendments to Part 1 of ST-2016 Standard 

on May 30
th

, 2018. 

 

Effective Dates 

 

- This revision will be effective for applications received on or after January 1
st
, 2019. 

- The 1st edition of ST-2016 may still apply for renewal of ST Mark certification on continuous 

products until December 31
st
, 2020. 

 

Modifications 

 

Clause Changed / 

Added Items 

Summary of the Changes or Additions 

3.21 Definition of 

“ball” 

“Ball” is now defined as “spherical, ovoid or ellipsoidal object, 

usually but not always designed or intended to be thrown, hit, kicked, 

rolled, dropped or bounced” 

 

7.1.1 Marking 

requirements 

for “Intended 

age range” 

- “Intended age range” shall be indicated on the packaging so 

consumers can easily recognize it before purchasing a toy. 

 

- Toys without indication of “Intended age range” shall be regarded 

as toys intended for children of all ages. 

 

Annex III New addition This Annex describes the following details relating to the 

requirements for “Intended age range”: 

 

1. Structure of the indication:  e.g. 対象年齢 3 才以上    

- Arabic numerals shall be used for the “Intended age”. 

- The word “才”/ “歳”(age) shall be used to indicate the age in 

“ Intended age range”. 

- The word “才”(age) or “月”(month), or combination of both 

shall be used to show the “Intended age”. 

- It is allowed only up to “48 ヶ月” (48 months) for the usage of 

the word “月” (month). 

- The “lower limit” of “Intended age range” shall be fixed, while 

the age for “upper limit” may be indicated with the word “頃” 

(approximately). Ride-on toys would be excluded. 
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Clause Changed / 

Added Items 

Summary of the Changes or Additions 

Annex III New addition 2. Location of indication: 

- “Intended age range” shall be indicated in the right corner on the 

front of the surface of the packaging.  

- “Intended age range” may be indicated on the side, top or back 

surface of the packaging if the size of the packaging is too small 

to indicate the “Intended age range” properly. 

 

3. Size of lettering:  

 

- The size of “Intended age range” shall be equal to or larger than 

any marks nearby carrying messages other than the intended age 

range. 

 

4. Color of indication:  
- “Intended age range” shall be indicated with a framing, contrast 

against the background, and background color. 

Packaging Type Location of indication 

Blister packaging,  

plastic bag with header 

On the front surface of the 

packaging 

Packaging composed of 

a box and a header 

Either on the box or the header, or 

both 

No packaging At least once on the toy itself, at the 

display containers (boxes or 

cardboard), on tags, on leaflets 

included in plastic bags (not 

regarded as packaging), or in other 

similar materials. 

Size of the surface indicating 

“Intended age range” 

Size of “Intended age 

range”  

A3-sized paper or larger 18 points or larger 

B5-sized ~ A3-sized paper 14 points or larger 

Paper size smaller than B5 7 points or larger 

 
STC (The Hong Kong Standards and Testing Centre) is a not-for-profit, independent testing, inspection and certification 

organization. With a global network of ISO/IEC 17025 accredited testing laboratories and over 50 years of experience in 

consumer products testing, we can meet your conformity assessment needs with highly efficient and reliable service. 

 
For more information, please contact our Toys and Children’s Products Department. 
Hong Kong: hktcd@stc.group       Dongguan: dgtcd@stc.group       Shanghai: shtcd@stc.group 

Japan: jpo@stc.group       USA: usstc@stc.group       Germany: info@pkm.eu.com 
 

 

 

The information contained in this newsletter is obtained from sources believed to be accurate to the best knowledge of STC and its subsidiaries. It is 

distributed without warranty, representation, inducement or license of any kind and STC and its subsidiaries do not assume any legal responsibility for use 

or reliance upon the information. 
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